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DIGITALISATION AND THE 
SMART FACTORY AS AN 

INTEGRATED CONCEPT FOR 
GLASS-PROCESSING COMPANIES

HEGLAHEGLAThe conversion of individual 
production systems into one integrated 
process will simplify and improve the 

transitions between machines and 
communication with humans, optimise cycle 

flow, and lead to a smooth glass flow.
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INTEGRATED 
PROCESSES, 
MACHINES, 

EMPLOYEES ...
Many companies in the 
glass-processing industry 
have enough machine and 
system capacity to process 
their customers’ orders. 
But a lack of skilled work-
ers, processes that are not 
optimally harmonised, the 
need for lots of in-house 
coordination, and ris-
ing delivery date and cost 
pressure can lead to bot-
tlenecks – even at compa-
nies that otherwise have 
everything under control.
For such critical aspects, the 
integrated consideration of 
processes, machines, em-
ployees, communication, 
and products is an ap-
proach that provides digital 
support for processes, uses 
existing means even more 
efficiently, and focuses on 
optimising the flow of ma-
terials. The ‘smart factory’ 
and ‘digitalisation’ are the 
current buzzwords used 
to describe this develop-
ment process, but the glass 
industry has been aware of 

it since before these terms 
were even coined.
Early on, CNC machines 
were used to simplify and 
accelerate the glass-cutting 
process. Automated load-
ing was adopted in order to 
supply the cutting lines with 
glass in precise synchronisa-
tion with the cycle and meet 
the operators’ needs.
Next came residual sheet 
handling systems such as 
ReMaster, which saves re-
sources, helps to preserve 
the quality of the glass, and 
rescues employees from a 
strenuous, time-consuming 
activity. Sorting systems 
were ultimately the logical 
consequence of these devel-
opments, and their overarch-
ing concept led to the glass 
flow being improved and ho-
mogenised across the entire 
cutting line.

THE NUMBER OF 
PANES AND PRESSURE 
CAUSED BY FAST 
CYCLES REQUIRES 
SMOOTH PROCESSES
Automation was the key 
concern in process opti-

misation for many years, 
but the continuous stream 
of new opportunities pro-
vided by digitalisation has 
increasingly expanded this 
focus to include other ar-
eas. “The conversion of 
production into an inte-
grated, overarching pro-
cess will improve the tran-
sitions between machines, 
the way they interact with 
operating personnel, cy-
cle times, and the flow of 
materials,” said Bernhard 
Hötger, Managing Direc-
tor of the HEGLA Group. 
“More and more new ar-
eas will be included.” In 
order to tap the entirety of 
the systems’ potential, the 
rising level of automation 
requires more and more 
coordination among the 
tasks and dependencies of 
the internal glass logistics 
in the production hall. The 
term ‘shop-floor logistics’ 
aptly describes the change 
process affecting conven-
tional production facili-
ties. In many cases, up-to-
date equipment no longer  
automatically means that 
machines are responsible 
for production process ef-
ficiency. Instead, the key is 
how quickly and in precise 
synchronisation with the 
cycle the glass is available 
at each processing station. 
The number of panes and 
the pressure caused by fast 

cycles require smooth, pre-
cise, and transparent ma-
terial delivery in order to 
reduce or avoid downtime 
caused by manual handling 
or a lack of glass. 

SOFTWARE AS 
A KEY FACTOR 
IN THE SUCCESS 
OF INTEGRATED 
PRODUCTION
Software is a key factor 
in ensuring that the inte-
grated transformation of 
production is successful. 
Depending on the control 
concept and integration 
depth, it should digitally 
map not just the produc-
tion process and its com-
ponent parts, but also in-
dividual panes, along with 
their flow through the pro-
duction facility. Of course, 
this requires the ability to 

The conversion of production into an integrated, 
overarching process will improve the transitions 
between machines, …

As digitalisation and 
connectivity increase, ever 
more opportunities for 
digital support and process 
steering will emerge.

Glassmaking is continuing to move – not 

only in terms of the end products we all 

see in our world – but also with regards 

to the manufacture of these products. 

This ongoing development has been part 

of the glass industry for some time, with 

CNC machines and automatic loading, 

and is now using software in ensuring 

that the integrated transformation of 

production is successful.
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determining where a glass 
rack has been parked or 
which process comes next, 
retrieving maintenance in-
formation, reporting a mal-
function, or re-ordering 
supplies – all using an app 
developed by HEGLA New 
Technology.
The level of transparency 
and precise knowledge of 
the process also give pro-
duction management and 
work preparation a new 
degree of flexibility. Or-
ders can be monitored 
from a desktop or the app 
and, depending on the data 
storage methods used, can 
be reconstructed years 
later. It will also be possi-
ble to adjust capacity and 
production planning in 
real time. Rush orders in 

skills. At the same time, the 
machines can continue to 
assist the employees with 
their work – whether it’s by 
providing help with work-
flows, data referring to or-
ders, notes on controls, in-
formation on system states, 
or in general, by enabling 
even user-friendlier, more 
intuitive control. 
As digitalisation and con-
nectivity increase, ever 
more opportunities for 
digital support and pro-
cess steering will emerge. 
In future, operators will no 
longer have to rely exclu-
sively on local data access 
at the system or via control 
panels. Instead, they will 
be able to perform such 
tasks as triggering a new 
order for damaged glass, 

to query systems or record 
and track laser-marked 
panes via scanners, for ex-
ample. Once it has become 
possible to make target/ 
actual comparisons based 
on the data, processes 
can be optimised in even 
greater depth: capacity 
can be adjusted and any 
bottlenecks that could be 
resolved by further auto-
mation identified. Another 
objective of the analyses 
could be to find out where 
processes can be changed 
or optimised in order to 
deploy existing person-
nel at the places along the 
production line where they 
can contribute the most 
towards the company’s 
value creation based on 
their manual or technical 

select, acquire and compile 
the required data and key 
indicators and turn them 
into information. “These 
data enable us to simulate 
the processes in advance, 
define ideal processes, and 
derive potential areas of 
improvement,” explained 
Dr Jan Schäpers, Manag-
ing Director of software 
specialists HEGLA-Hanic. 
Although more or less all 
of these data were available 
in the past, they primar-
ily took the form of theo-
retical maps of reality that 
were based on planned val-
ues and probabilities. That 
is why one of the aims of 
the smart factory is to map 
processes accurately and 
in real time, using sensors 

The respective requirements 
of a smart factory solution or 

networked production processes 
depend on the specific case. As 
a result, status and needs analyses 

of company machine parks, 
existing workflows and software, 
communication, and information 
requirements, and consideration 
of the costs and benefits of the 

results, are important components 
of the transformation process.
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particular will benefit from 
greater flexibility: it will be 
possible to prioritise or re-
plan and track panes and 
finishing treatments in ac-
cordance with customer 
requirements. 

DATA PROVISION 
VIA DEFINED, OPEN 
INTERFACES
These scenarios of net-
worked, integrated pro-
duction are gradually be-
coming a reality thanks to 
the ever-increasing volume 
of data available and in-
sights into processes. In fu-
ture, this will make it even 
more important to have 
joint, defined, and open in-
terfaces for machines and 
software in order to make 
such in-depth networking 
between quality providers 
of machines and software 
both possible and reliable. 
A German Mechanical 
Engineering Industry As-
sociation (VDMA) steering 
group is working togeth-
er with HEGLA-Hanic, 
Grenzebach, and A+W on 
a joint OPC UA platform 
(Open Platform Commu-
nications Unified Architec-
ture) to create the founda-
tion for these processes. 

The form and extent to 
which production depart-
ments – or even entire com-
panies – must adjust to or 
can benefit from the future 
demands of the smart fac-
tory varies from one case 
to the next. Depending on 
their product ranges or 
market niches, companies 
will have different needs. 
Dr Jan Schäpers advises 
companies to perform an 
exhaustive analysis of their 
machine parks, existing 
workflows and software, 
communication, and infor-
mation requirements, and 
to weigh up the costs of 
the results against the ben-
efits. For complex produc-
tion processes with high-
priced, time-consuming 
glass pieces, for example, 
it can make sense to use 
tracking via laser marking. 
Meanwhile, small com-
panies may benefit from 
the use and integration of 
state-of-the-art, future- 
orientated ERP software with 
access to the machine level 
in conjunction with an app.  
In many other cases, along-
side further automation in 
the form of driverless trans-
port systems running be-
tween individual processing 
centres, for example, the 

expanding options for re-
mote maintenance and the 
increasing number of sen-
sors in machines will prove 
attractive areas of develop-
ment. By means of con-
tinuous queries, systems 
with this capability will be 
able to monitor technical 
states and predict the need 
for pending maintenance 
or wear part replacement. 
The gradual process of de-
termining which areas are 
relevant and offer the best 
benefits will make a pro-
found level of integration 
and connectivity possible. 
This could encompass op-
erations and companies 
in their entirety and offer 
them maximised, organi-
cally expanding potential 
for controlling, optimis-
ing, and completing all 

their processes, from the 
receipt of orders and all 
their commercial processes 
to production planning and 
control.

In future, operators will no longer have to rely on local data access at the control 
panel. Instead, they will be able to perform such tasks as triggering a new order for 

damaged glass, determining where a glass rack has been parked, retrieving maintenance 
information, reporting a malfunction, or re-ordering supplies – all using an app 

developed by HEGLA New Technology.

 … the expanding options for remote maintenance and 
the increasing number of sensors in machines will prove 
attractive areas of development.
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